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"Powell opens her novel with a bang, depicting the abduction almost as soon as the narrative begins. The
story is impressive in the way it shifts readers' sympathies ... a gem of a legal thriller, full of plot twists and
juicy secrets."

--Kirkus Reviews

"Powell's third novel, a legal thriller, reveals the complexities and tragedies of our criminal justice system. It
shows how a series of unexpected events can force a law abiding individual to choose a criminal path. The
story in this fast-paced novel will stay with the reader forever."

--Focus On Women Magazine

As Judge Walter McNeil heads home from Washington, DC's Superior Court, he is preoccupied with the
triple-murder case assigned to him. But everything changes when a car pulls up next to him and a man asks
for directions. Seconds later, McNeil is pushed into the backseat of the car, knocked unconscious, and
whisked away into uncertainty.

McNeil's kidnappers are three ex-convicts whose lives have been ruined by the judge's harsh sentences. Out
for revenge, they feed the judge drugs, repeatedly threaten his life, and then imply they have his teenage
daughter, Daphne, who disappeared four years earlier. After they tell him at gunpoint that he must rule
favorably on a defense attorney's motions in the triplemurder case, McNeil has no idea his ordeal is just
beginning. Before it is over, the judge's life will be turned upside down. Now it is up to criminal defense
attorney Amanda Perkins and detective Aristo Manfredi to partner together in a race against time to unravel
the clues and hopefully save the judge from a fate he never could have imagined. In this legal thriller, a judge
is kidnapped and thrust into the midst of a twisted web that intertwines him with the lives of three ex-
convicts and the mystery surrounding his missing daughter.
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From reader reviews:

Walter McBride:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing for
us to be aware of everything in the world. Each guide has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that e-book
has different type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. They are
really reading whatever they take because their hobby is definitely reading a book. Consider the person who
don't like studying a book? Sometime, individual feel need book whenever they found difficult problem or
even exercise. Well, probably you will require this The Judge.

Linda Doyle:

The reason? Because this The Judge is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for you to
snap this but latter it will surprise you with the secret that inside. Reading this book close to it was fantastic
author who else write the book in such awesome way makes the content interior easier to understand,
entertaining approach but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this ever again or you going to regret it. This excellent book will give you a lot of positive
aspects than the other book have got such as help improving your talent and your critical thinking method.
So , still want to hesitate having that book? If I have been you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Sunny Lopez:

Do you like reading a guide? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book has been rare? Why so
many concern for the book? But any people feel that they enjoy regarding reading. Some people likes
reading through, not only science book but in addition novel and The Judge or perhaps others sources were
given expertise for you. After you know how the truly great a book, you feel wish to read more and more.
Science reserve was created for teacher as well as students especially. Those textbooks are helping them to
increase their knowledge. In different case, beside science e-book, any other book likes The Judge to make
your spare time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like this.

Cara Shaver:

As a college student exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher requested them to go to the library or to
make summary for some book, they are complained. Just little students that has reading's internal or real
their leisure activity. They just do what the trainer want, like asked to the library. They go to generally there
but nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that reading through is not important, boring and can't
see colorful pics on there. Yeah, it is to become complicated. Book is very important for yourself. As we
know that on this era, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, many ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore this The Judge can make you really feel more interested to read.
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